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This eBook contains 3 techniques/tools & 2 effects & A Bonus

HAVOC- At a house event or a party or an occasion or a show, you walk up to a
stranger and call out their name, their partner's name and their occupation, the
school they studied in, their last vacation spot, hotel they stayed in, the room no.
in which they stayed, their honeymoon destination, things bothering them and
millions of other things and also the things that even their close friends are
unaware of

TIME FRAME- This is a forcing technique of a particular time on clock without a
watch or any other prop whatsoever

VISION- A card forcing method that plays with the concept of dual reality. What it
looks like is - The magician spreads a borrowed & shuffled deck hand to hand
while looking away. The spectator peeks at a card and takes the deck back. The
magician turns back and still he is aware of the spectator's peeked card

BEHIND MY BACK- This effect is an example of remote viewing with cards.
Spectator selects 4 cards. You turn your back towards them. They shuffle the 4
cards and hold 2 in each hand. With your back turned towards them you are able
to call out the sum of the values of the card in each hand. You even proceed to
identify the cards and the hand in which they are

SAY "STOP"- This is basically Card At Any Number effect where you donot need
to know the number. You deal the cards hand to hand and they call out stop
anywhere and the very next card is their card

Bonus: Mental Rock Paper Scissors - This is just 1 phased regular Rock Paper
Scissors game, just played differently.
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